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Name Placement  "Memorial Cloud"
BBC / Baurmann Brooks Coersmeier

Pompeii Scheme     

Gisela Baurmann, Sawad Brooks, Jonas Coersmeier

The structural system is an assembly of vertically aligned structural 
spars that when linked, form a monolithic, two-way long-span 
structure.  The spars are mechanically linked at top and bottom to 
transfer axial and shear forces between elemental spars.  The overall 
structural depth of the structure is a mediated balance between 
structural rationalism and programmatic functionalism.  As required, 
each spar varies in length only, allowing each to have an identical 
cross-section.  When the spars are assembled and linked, a patterned 
surface of circular voids develops with the structure being the solid 
material in between the vertically aligned circular voids (light shafts). 
Glass lenses cap the circular light shafts to form a walkable public 
plaza at street level.  Underneath, the system creates an overhead 
topography of double curvature that shapes and shelters the 
contemplative memorial spaces below the plaza.   

The structural system is so arranged as to minimize the overall 
footprint and physical impact on what is now sacred - the World Trade 
Center site.  A total of four supports unfold from the structure to float 
the public plaza overhead and to shape the interior volumes of the 
semi–private contemplative memorial spaces below.  A series of 
bridges allow the memorial plaza to be set-back from the existing 
WTC slurry walls, preserving them as artifact and memorial.  A single 
ramp that doubles as an additional support, links the street level to 
the semi-private spaces, while also effectively distancing these spaces 
from the hectic everyday world above.

IMAGE 1: Flat Plate Stress Analysis
A FEM model was used in an iterative process to minimize structural 
depth for a given support arrangement.  Areas of highest stress are 
indicative of areas of greatest structural depth.

IMAGE 2: Construction Detail and Sequence
The structural system is an assembly of structural spars linked at top 
and bottom to adjacent structural spars (total of four sets of linkages 
per spar).  When the erection is complete, the overall structure 
becomes a monolithic, honeycomb, long-span structure.


